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Abstract: Abdominoperineal excision (APE) is used to resect cancers in the distal rectum and anus where sphincterpreserving surgery is not possible. It is associated with increased local recurrence rates compared to anterior resection. The
extralevator abdominoperineal excision (ELAPE) was developed to reduce local recurrence and was widely adopted without
sound evidence.
Aim: To compare the short-term (2 years) outcomes of patients managed with ELAPE to those with conventional APE in a
single institution in a developing country.
Methods: A prospective database on all patients treated with prone ELAPE from 2010 to 2014 was compared to patients
treated with conventional APE. Patient demographics, tumour characteristics, intra-operative tumour perforation,
involvement of the circumferential resection margin (CRM), surgical complications and mortality are reported.
Results: Fifty-six patients were treated with APE of which 29 were male. Median age was 56. Thirty underwent conventional
APE (16 male; 14 female) and 26 underwent ELAPE (15 male; 11 female). The groups were similar in age, tumour histology,
height above anal verge clinical staging and response to neoadjuvant treatment. Perineal closure techniques in both cohorts
were similar. There was no difference in intra-operative tumour perforation, involvement of the CRM, perineal wound
complications or 30-day mortality in the 2 groups.
Conclusion: There is no difference in the important short-term outcomes of conventional APE when compared to ELAPE.
S Afr J Surg 2016;54(4)

Introduction
Abdominoperineal excision (APE) is a surgical treatment
used to treat cancer of the lower third of the rectum or anus
where sphincter-preserving surgery (anterior resection (AR)
with anastomosis) is not possible. Patients undergoing APE
for low rectal adenocarcinoma have an higher local recurrence
rate and overall worse prognosis than patients undergoing
AR.1,2 This may be explained by the anatomy of the distal
rectum, which is covered by less mesorectum, resulting in
earlier tumour invasion of surrounding structures compared to
the more proximal rectum.3
In an effort to improve the prognosis for patients with distal
rectal cancer the extralevator APE (ELAPE) was introduced
in 2006.4 This surgical procedure aimed to excise a more
extensive cylindrical specimen, which may reduce tumour
involvement of the circumferential resection margin (CRM)
and intraoperative tumour perforation.
It is still not clear whether oncological outcomes of the
ELAPE are superior to conventional APE. Some authors have
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shown better outcomes using ELAPE,5-7 and others have not.8,9
One randomized controlled trial showed a reduction in local
recurrence with ELAPE.10 Two systematic reviews reached
different conclusions.11,12
A developing country is a nation with a lower living
standard, underdeveloped industrial base, and low human
development index relative to other countries. The United
Nations and the World Bank have defined a developing
country as a country with less than US$11905 per capita gross
national income in 2015.17 Typically in this environment,
patients present late in their disease course and this manifest in
rectal cancer by a very high incidence of patients with locally
advanced disease at presentation. One can postulate that less
favourable surgical results with an increased involvement of
CRM will be found in such a population.
One of the reported concerns with an extended resection
is the potential for increased perineal wound complications.
ELAPE was associated with an increase in wound
complications in one series.5 Another series showed no

difference in overall wound complications, but demonstrated
a higher incidence of perineal wound infections.13 Reported
perineal closure techniques vary between biological mesh
implants, myocutaneous flaps or direct closure.5,9,15
In a recent study, the authors proposed that ELAPE should
be used only in selected cases as a decrease in intra-operative
tumour perforation was shown only in patients with T0-T2
tumours within 4 cm of the anal verge.13
The aim of this study is to assess the short-term outcome of
ELAPE versus standard APE in a single academic centre in a
developing country.

Patients and methods
A prospective database of patients treated with prone ELAPE
from 2010 to 2014 was compared to those patients treated
with conventional APE. Data was prospectively collected
on a data sheet and captured on a spread sheet (Microsoft
Excel). One senior surgeon performs ELAPE and the other
conventional APE. The choice of procedure thus depended
on the senior surgeon performing or supervising the surgery.
Patient allocation to either surgeon was determined by
operating list availability. The limited access to operating
time in this cost-constrained environment meant that
patients were allocated to whichever surgeon’s list could
accommodate the operation, thus minimising the risk of
selection bias.
Patients requiring surgery for low rectal cancer, or cancer
of the anal canal, were included in this study. All patients
treated for rectal adenocarcinoma and a single patient with
rectal melanoma had a pre-treatment magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) of the pelvis. All patients had distant staging
with computerized tomography (CT) of the abdomen and
chest X-ray (CXR). Where suspicious lesions on CXR were
identified, a CT scan of the chest was requested. All patients
were managed through a multi-disciplinary team (MDT), with
no selection criteria applied for allocation to either surgeon.
All but one of the patients operated for squamous cancer of
the anal canal had salvage surgery for treatment failure after
chemoradiation.
The technique of prone ELAPE has previously been
described4 and was adopted in our unit in 2010. The abdominal
procedure is performed in the Lloyd-Davies position, and
the dissection follows total mesorectal excision (TME)
principles, down to the sacrococcygeal junction posteriorly
and to the level of the upper part of the prostate anteriorly in
males, or the first few centimetres of the vagina anteriorly in
females. An omentoplasty is routinely performed. A suction
drain, together with the omentum is sutured to the divided
rectum, thereby facilitating correct placement after delivery
of the resected specimen through the perineal wound. The
abdominal incision is closed and the stoma created. Thereafter
the patient is positioned in the prone jack-knife position and
the perineal excision performed, after closing the anus with a
purse string suture.
Perineal closure method was performed as per surgeon
choice and was obtained by primary closure in the majority of

patients by closing the ischiorectal, subcutaneous fat and skin
in layers. Closure with myocutaneous flaps (gluteus maximus
or vertical rectus abdominus (VRAM) flaps) was used where
direct closure was not possible due to extensive resection
of the ischiorectal space necessitated by large tumour size.
Coccyx segments were resected in the initial cases, but
routine resection of the coccyx was abandoned after the first
5 cases. Thereafter, resection of segments of the coccyx was
only preformed when required to obtain an oncological sound
resection or delivery of a bulky specimen.
Conventional APE was performed as a two-team procedure
in the lithotomy-Trendelenburg position14 following the
principles of total mesorectal excision. Both teams operated
with the intention of obtaining a cylindrical specimen.
An involved circumferential resection margin was defined
as tumour extending within 1 mm of the resection margin.
Pathology samples were assessed by a consultant pathologist
and reviewed by a team of pathologists when needed.
After discharge from hospital, patients were routinely
reviewed in a combined multi-disciplinary colorectal
outpatient clinic and never discharged from this clinic.
Statistical significance was calculated using the Fischer’s
Exact test and p=0.05 accepted as significant.
The Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of
Cape Town, South Africa, approved the study.

Results
Fifty-six patients were treated with APE during the study
period of which 29 were male. Median age was 56. Thirty
underwent conventional APE (16 male; 14 Female) and 26
underwent ELAPE (15 male; 11 Female). The demographic
data, histology and staging are summarised in Table 1. The
median follow-up period was 25 months (range 2 to 55).
The pretreatment histological features and radiological
T-staging were similar in the two groups (Table 1). One
patient with an anal canal adenocarcinoma underwent
conventional APE, and one patient with anal canal melanoma
underwent ELAPE.
With one exception, all patients
with adenocarcinoma received long-course neoadjuvant
chemoradiation. Patients with anal squamous carcinoma
underwent salvage APE for persistent or recurrent disease
after chemoradiation, except one who had a primary resection
(conventional APE). The patient with melanoma of the
rectum did not receive chemoradiation.
The presence of preoperative metastatic disease was similar
in both cohorts. Primary perineal closure was achieved in 27
(89%) of patients who underwent conventional APE and 19
(73%) of those treated with ELAPE (p=0.67). Ten patients
required myocutaneous flaps to achieve perineal closure (7=
ELAPE, 3=Conventional APE, p=0.3). VRAM flaps were
used in five patients in the ELAPE group and three patients
in the conventional APE group. Gluteus advancement flaps
were used in two patients treated with ELAPE.
Surgical complications are reported in Table 2.
Circumferential resection margin (CRM) involvement and
tumour perforations were comparable in the two groups
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Table 1: Demographics
Conventional APE n=30

ELAPE n=26

P-Value

57 (30-71)

56(41-71)

P=0.75

16:14

14:12

P=1

27 (90%)

20 (77%)

P=0.82

Anal Squamous CA

2 (7%)

5 (19%)

P=0.26

Anal Adenocarcinoma

1 (3%)

0

P=1

0

1 (4%)

P=1

(n=27)

(n=20)

T4

24 (89%)

16 (80%)

P=0.83

T3

3 (11%)

4 (20%)

P=0.69

Pathological staging
(adenocarcinoma)

(n=27)

(n=20)

T0

1 (4%)

1 (5%)

P=1

Median age (range)
Male:Female
Histology

-

Rectal Adenocarcinoma

Rectal Melanoma
Clinical (MRI) Staging
(adenocarcinoma)

T1

1 (4%)

1 (5%)

P=1

T2

9 (33%)

6 (30%)

P=1

T3

14 (52%)

10 (50%)

P=1

T4

2 (7%)

2 (10%)

P=1

Mean height above anal verge

26 mm

25 mm

P=0.85

Metastatic disease

4 (13%)

5 (25%)

P=0.73

Primary

27 (89%)

19 (73%)

P=0.67

Flap

3 (11%)

7 (27%)

P=0.3

Perineal Closure

APE = Abdominoperineal excision
ELAPE = Extralevator abdominoperineal excision

with 2 (8.9%) in the conventional APE cohort and 3 (11%)
in the ELAPE cohort (p=0.66). There was no difference in
the rates of perineal wound sepsis, urinary complications or
perineal pain. One patient in the ELAPE cohort developed a
perineal hernia and one patient died unexpectedly in the early
postoperative period, from a cardiovascular event.

Discussion
Since the description by Holm et al 4 of the prone ELAPE, there
has been widespread adoption of this technique without clear
evidence of its benefits over the conventional approach.
By extending the perineal margin of resection, the aim is to
improve local control, while accepting a presumed increase
in the risk of perineal wound complications and perineal
hernia.5 In the initial description by Holm, gluteus maximus
myocutaneous flaps were used to reconstruct the perineal
wound. Others have used biological mesh to obtain closure.5,9
Primary closure of the defect where possible has been
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advocated by others.15 There was only one perineal hernia in
the ELAPE group during the follow-up period. This patient
had primary closure of the perineal wound without mesh or
flap closure. Our preference is not to routinely use mesh or
myocutaneous flaps when primary closure is possible.
There are only six comparative series published, with a
disparity of findings. Some demonstrated similar outcomes,
and others showed improved local resection outcomes for
ELAPE, with decreased intraoperative tumour perforation and
decreased rates of involved circumferential resection margins
(Table 3). The only randomized controlled trial showed a
decreased rate of positive CRM in the ELAPE cohort, but
similar intraoperative tumour perforations, perineal wound
complications and perineal hernia rates for ELAPE and
conventional APE.10
This study demonstrates no difference in the rates of
positive CRM, intraoperative tumour perforations, perineal
wound septic complications, perineal pain or perineal hernia.
This outcome was similar to those published in two studies
reported in Table 3. Only two studies reported perineal hernia

Table 2: Surgical complications
Conventional APE(%)

ELAPE (%)

P-Value

+ CRM*

2 (8.9)

3 (11.5)

P=0.66

Tumour perforation

2 (8.9)

3 (11.5)

P=0.66

Perineal wound sepsis

7 (23)

6 (23)

P=1

Urinary complications

6 (20)

4 (15)

P=0.75

Perineal Chronic pain

2 (7)

2 (8)

P=1

Perineal Hernia

0

1 (4)

P=0.47

30 Day Mortality

0

1 (4)

P=0.47

+CRM= Involved Circumferential Resection Margin

Table 3: Summary of published literature

Author/Year

N=

Prospective/
Retrospective

CRM+

Tumour
Perforation

Wound
Complications

Perineal Closure in Perineal
ELAPE arm
Hernia

Stelzer 2011 12

74

Retrospective

Similar

Less in
ELAPE

Similar

Myocutaneous or
fasciocutanous flap

Not reported

West 2010 5

300

Prospective with
retrospective
control

Less in
ELAPE

Less in
ELAPE

Higher in
ELAPE

Myocutaneous flap
or biological mesh

Similar

Prytz 2014 13

1319

Retrospective of
prospective data

Similar

Similar

Higher in
ELAPE

Not reported

Not reported

Han 2012 10

67

RCT

Less in
ELAPE

Similar

Similar

Biological mesh

Similar

Ortiz 2014 9

914

Retrospective

Similar

Similar

Similar

Myocutaneous Flap
or Biological mesh

Not reported

Anderin 2013 16

466

Retrospective of
prospective data

Less in
ELAPE

Less in
ELAPE

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

rates. In both these studies, the rate of perineal herniation was
similar in both cohorts. Even though over 75% of patients in
this study had primary closure of the perineal defect, only one
patient in the ELAPE group developed a perineal hernia at 17
months.
In this series, the mean tumour height from the anal verge
in the conventional APE and ELAPE patients was similar.
More than 80% of adenocarcinomas in both cohorts in this
study were staged as T4 on pretreatment imaging and as ypT3
after resection, following neoadjuvant chemoradiation. This
is a testimony of the locally advanced nature of pathology
treated in a developing world environment, which provides a
particular technical challenge when compared to comparative
staging in the developed world. The rate of involved CRM
and intraoperative tumour perforation was comparable to that

in the published literature. By aiming to achieve a cylindrical
specimen in both the lithotomy-Trendelenburg and prone
positions, acceptable surgical results were achieved.
The prone position offers better exposure and an easier
operating field to the surgeon, assistants and trainees. This has
ensured its unanimously preferred status in our unit amongst
trainees who, because of the simultaneous accrual to both
cohorts, have had the benefit of experiencing both techniques
in their training.
This study has several strengths and limitations. It is not a
randomised trial, but the two cohorts were selected without
bias, and recruited simultaneously. Both surgeons were highly
experienced, with each having over 20 years’ experience.
The relatively small sample size is a limitation, but this is of
considerably less importance when only short-term outcomes
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Table 4 : Summary of complications in published literature
Study

Perforations APE
ELAPE

Wound complications

Perineal Hernia

CRM+ APE

ELAPE

Stelzer 7

5

0

15

0

17

10

nr

nr

West 5

58

15

6

37

7

41

1

5

Prytz

6

10

11

8

12

20

nr

nr

Han 10

28

6

16

6

11

19

12

114

Oritz 9

13

14

8

8

26

22

nr

nr

Anderin 16

12

7

12

4

nr

nr

nr

nr

13

All values are reported as a percentage (%)
nr = not reported

are being assessed, rather than long-term oncological
outcomes. There were no obvious trends to suggest that
larger cohorts would have resulted in different conclusions.
There was homogeneity in the groups with no difference in
demographic or oncological characteristics. This series is the
first to be reported from a centre in the developing world and
reports on APE in a cohort presenting with a locally advanced
stage. It demonstrates the feasibility and acceptance of prone
ELAPE in this environment.

Conclusion
This study demonstrated no difference in the important
short-term outcomes of conventional APE when compared
to ELAPE in two synchronous and comparable cohorts
of patients presenting with advanced local disease in the
developing world. Surgeon preference remains the primary
determinant of choice of technique.
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